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Hi, I apologize for not blogging as frequently as I should... the holidays are crazy!! I have been
online trying to find some products that I feel are worthy of my money, I'm very alert about sulfates;
that's the same thing that's in soap, so if it gets germs off your skin...imagine whats happening to
your follicles. Parabens which are synthetic chemicals and have been studies that this has been
found in breast tumors, glycerin can be bad for your hair depending on your climate area. And
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lastly silicone, because I try to frequently wash my hair, it can cause build up... nothing major you
can't fix with some baking soda or apple cider vinegar.
But to the point, I seen the Jane Carter line in Whole Foods (health food store) and I was
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interested because I seen how light the ingredients were, but the price made me resist. I went
home and seen it on a website(curlmart.com) and I read the reviews... I was sold!! I seen it was
the best of the best and I seen how they ranted about how nourished and shiny their hair appeared
to be. Well at Whole Foods this is a dollar or so cheaper(I'm a budget queen) and then when I put
it on my hair I noticed it did help my texture to soften up a bit( I have a 4a hair type). I also haven't
had to put any more on my hair the next day, It still is moist. Not a greasy residue. I wasn't too
sure what to think at first because I was stuck on the price, but it's really good. It made my hair
more manageable and softer. I loved the way it smelled, it can be a little strong, but let a minute or
so past and its not bad. And another plus is it's good for the skin! I got out the shower and my skin
was SO dry, but I put some on my thighs, where I itch the most, and almost instantly they were
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smooth and soft. So there are many things you do with this great product. I have no complaints,
there aren't too many natural products that are inexpensive. And you get what you pay for, so
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always keep that in mind!!
Now I also got the Scalp Nourishing Serum, it was $13.99 at Whole Foods. This is mostly
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designed for hair loss, thin hair, dry scalp, or alopecia. I have thin hair and I just wanted to try it
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out. Well I liked it, I didn't feel a tingle much( maybe because my husband massaged my scalp and
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I fell asleep). But my scalp does feel a little better with the one application. Just apply exactly what
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it says on the bottle a little goes a long way massaged correctly. I liked the way this smelled also,
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not overbearing at all. If you purchase these items let me know how you like them. I hope I was of
some help!! Have a great and safe new year in 2010!      
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Thanks!! I don't recall using botain oil, I have
to by klilkp on Nice Bodily Mixtures
You're right! I loooove the argan oil. Although
by r2tharris on Nice Bodily Mixtures
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